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INTRODUCTION



The vision for the Vaikido Hero Unschool has been fueled over the 
years by one strongly held belief:

YOU are far more valuable than you are getting credit for.

This belief lead to a life long search that lead to the discovery of the 
natural laws of branding your identity, packaging it, transacting it, and 
continuously improving it so that you can prosper by being who you 
naturally are.  I have codified these laws in the form of a Martial Art 
for Your Brand called VAIKIDO.

When I filtered my own life and businesses through the Vaikido or 
Hero Brand framework I immediately experienced greater focus, 
satisfaction, connection, and meaning.  It was so profound that I 
dropped everything I was doing and dedicated myself to studying and 
sharing Vaikido full time and then some.

Since that time, we’ve turned the process into a series of courses 
and programs and have taken hundreds of CEO’s, professionals, 
parents, and even children through it.  Each of them has achieved 
varying degrees of terrific success and we’ve had multiple clients tell 
us that is has literally changed their entire life view for the better.

The key to the Vaikido framework and the whole point of heroic 
unschooling is to CLARIFY YOUR VALUE and to BUILD YOUR 
PROFITABLE PLATFORM FOR CONTRIBUTING IT so that you can 
LIVE THE NEXT AMERICAN DREAM. 

I do not say this lightly -  Heroic Unschooling can help anyone or any 
organization to prosper on every level by being more of who they 
already are.  

And by ‘anyone’ I mean YOU.

I don’t care if you’re just out of school, whether you went to school, 
whether you freelance, whether you own your own company, or 
whether you work inside someone else’s.  If you’re committed to 
growth, we can help you.

I guarantee that if you dedicate yourself to Heroic Unschooling, you 
will experience higher and higher levels of mental, emotional, 
physical, and financial freedom and prosperity.

This PDF serves as an introduction to the Vaikido Hero Brand 
framework and the process of Heroic Unschooling.

We’ve helped lots of people and I know that we can help you too. 

Live Long and Prosper,

Toby LaVigne 
Guide and Outfitter for the NEXT American Dream
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THE NEXT AMERICAN DREAM



The LAST American Dream is a “deferred life plan” that goes 
something like this:

”You may not love what you do or the toll it takes, but if you work 
hard and play by the rules you can count on a ‘good life’ where 
you will be able to retire at 65 with financial security, so you can 
attempt to live the life you really wanted all those years ago.”

It’s undeniable that the LAST American Dream did in fact result in 
widespread financial prosperity, but for most that result began waning 
in 1973 and today we are paying an enormous price for that 
unsustainable dream.

Today we see that, not only does this old paradigm of success ask for 
unacceptable compromises, the financial prosperity it promised is 
vanishing as well.

To pursue the LAST American Dream is to literally risk less financial 
prosperity by being less YOU. This strategy has a highly likelihood of 
failure and the consequences are irreversible - you can always 
change course, but you can’t go back and reclaim lost life. 

In this century, the path to greater prosperity lies in being more YOU, 
not less.  And with the rate of change as it is, it’s simply unwise to 
build your life and career on anything less than the real you.

The best strategy for prosperity AND freedom is to excel at being 
more of who you naturally are and harnessing it to coordinate action 
that increases the identity of others.  This is the only thing that 
computers, robots, and cheaper labor cannot compete with.

So our definition of success is not the false ‘wealth’ of the LAST 
American Dream, but the prosperity available from the NEXT 
American Dream.

Prosperity:  a capacity to produce a surplus in the face of an 
unknown and unknowable future.

The only realistic way to do this is to learn the natural laws of 
prosperity (Vaikido), to unschool yourself from the past paradigm, to 
commit yourself to authentic (heroic) contribution, and to continually 
design and redesign the future you intend.

We call this process ‘Forging Your Hero Brand”, and we call the 
people who do it: HEROpreneurs.

Heroic unschooling is akin to martial arts training.  You must learn the 
fundamentals, and unlearn ineffective habits; it’s better with a group 
and a coach, and it requires your ongoing commitment.  

You can’t achieve mastery from a seminar or a book, and you can’t 
build your identity, prosperity or freedom that way either.

The path to the NEXT American Dream is not easy, but the rewards 
are unmatched.   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How Vaikido Works



Every truly ambitious professional wants to be financially successful 
AND beloved. They want to be a brand that people are drawn to 
because of the positive impact it is known for producing.  What they 
want is to integrate who they are with how they earn not only money, 
but deep satisfaction.  I call that peak personal and professional 
experience HEROpreneurship.

Heropreneurship: authentic, entrepreneurial leadership committed 
to elevating the performance and hence, identity, of others.

To get there, though, we need to step out of MBA jargon and 
business mythology to look at how identity and prosperity really work.

The first thing to understand is that the quest for identity is THE driver 
of ALL human action.  Everything that you do, that customers do, that 
employees do, and your friends and family do is motivated by a 
biologically hardwired need to be seen as valuable to the people we 
deem most important: our tribe.

The second thing to understand is that the path to the integrated lives 
we seek begins with a decision to be a HEROpreneur - a person 
who increases their identity by increasing the identity of others.

There are millions of tips, tricks and shortcuts out there all claiming 
they can get your market to pay more attention to you, to trick people 
to buy from you, and force them to keep buying from you.  But the 
only truly sustainable path to integrated success is to learn and obey 
the natural laws of identity and prosperity we call Vaikido.

In short, there are 4 things that HEROpreneurs must master.  Later, 
we’ll look at how these 4 elements enable you to find and sharpen 
your unique value and how they will guide you to monetize it.

It’s amazing how each of these simple elements, which have been 
hidden in plain sight our entire lives, will clarify your path forward.  
And when your path becomes more clear, your freedom and 
prosperity will increase.

The 4 basic elements of Vaikido:
Observe - Prosperity is like any game.  There is an objective,  there 
is a field of play, there are players or positions, there are rules, and 
scoring.  

In order to play any game well we must be able to see the field, the 
objective, the players, and the game itself.  And most importantly we 
must know what position WE play best and which positions OTHERS 
play best, so that we can choose our partners wisely, time our actions  
well, and coordinate effectively as a TEAM.  

If you can’t see the ‘game’, if you can’t see your unique role, if you 
can’t see the true intentions of the players around you, you won’t gain 
the attention you deserve, you will rarely experience the power of a 
true TEAM, and you will not realize your individual potential.

“Learn the rules and then play better.”   ~Albert Einstein

Package - HEROpreneurs package their identity in the form of a 
valuable offer to be a contribution to others by increasing their 
market’s performance in some important way, that in turn increases 
their market’s identity.

Their offer becomes their signature and their focus - something that 
sets them apart and increases their identity as a valuable contributor 
to their tribe.
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A truly remarkable signature is worlds apart from the resume and job 
titles most of us were taught to develop.  Capabilities and experience 
are essential but they do not translate into freedom and prosperity 
until they are properly packaged as a focused contribution to others.

Coordinate - The ultimate skill is the ability to coordinate with others 
as a true TEAM.  No-one accomplishes what they do without the 
support of many people.  Our society perpetuates two myths:  

The first is that you can insulate yourself from change. The second is 
that you can succeed alone.  Both are fallacies.

We live in an exponential age and most of what our ancient linear 
thinking brains tells us to believe about the rate of change is wrong.  
When new technologies emerge it can feel like they will take a 
lifetime or more to transform our industries or our jobs. 

That’s what Kodak thought about digital photos.  When first 
developed, the digital camera captured only .01 megapixels; a 
capability which needed to increase 800 times to produce the great 
photos you can take on your phone today.  In 1975 this seemed 
impossible, so even though Moore’s Law was well known, linear 
thinking executives failed to see how quickly doubling would produce 
a decent image. (.01 .02 .04 .08 1.6  3.2…)

We also live in an age where interdependence is becoming more 
important, not less. There is no such thing as independence in 
nature, anywhere.
Continual Learning - HEROpreneurs realize more of their potential, 
not because they are smarter, but because their ambition to 
contribute exceeds their anxiety to “succeed”.  This makes them 

curious and hungry to learn and be coached even, and especially, 
when it’s uncomfortable or inconvenient.

This can be trickier than it sounds because the only way to learn is to 
attempt things that are beyond our current abilities, and this means 
overcoming anxiety to stomach a never ending series of risks and 
failures.

HEROpreneurs are courageous and coachable.  They are committed 
to learning and growth.

In order to produce the life experience we seek in an age of rapid 
change, we must relearn interdependent prosperity: observation, 
packaging, coordination, and continual learning.  In short, we 
must become HEROpreneurs.

Even the best business schools in the world don’t teach this.  I know 
because I went to two of them, and I’d like to help you avoid wasting 
that kind of time and money.

When the principles of prosperity and identity aren’t clear it’s very 
difficult to change your story going forward and prosperity remains 
elusive.

Just remember, we prosper by collaborating with and contributing to 
others or not at all.  If we alienate ourselves, and each other, our 
story gets tainted, attention wanes, anxiety sets in and we find 
ourselves struggling alone.

Heroic unschooling provides the methodology, the training, and the 
tribal support required to become a HEROpreneur. 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HOW HEROIC UNSCHOOLING WORKS



Our aim at the Vaikido Hero Unschool is to help HEROpreneurs forge 
their Hero Brands by supporting you in the discovery of your highest 
value and in the development of your profitable leadership platform to 
contribute it. Heroic Unschooling plays out like this:

Self Awareness
Developing a stronger sense of self, who am I?  What do I care 
about?  What am I good at?  How do I react in certain situations?  
What are my habits?  Which habits serve me? How do I want to be 
seen?

Self Actualization
Knowing oneself is an enormous advantage, but it’s when we 
explicitly package ourselves as a valuable contribution to others that 
it begins to payoff.  

The reason so many are being left behind is that they were told that 
prosperity would be assured through hard work and a job and they 
mistakenly believe that their value will naturally be recognized, 
appreciated, and rewarded.  Jobs, companies, hard work, and 
management are no longer enough.

Don’t wait to be ‘discovered’ and enriched; no one will fully appreciate 
your value until you do.  And you prove your self appreciation by 
caring enough to thoughtfully package and transact it with the right 
people.

Heroic unschooling challenges us to declare personally meaningful 
and increasingly challenging projects in order to improve our ability to 
observe, package, coordinate, and continually learn - together.  The 
more you master these four skills, the more your Hero Brand will 
grow in value.

Mutual Awareness
The most important continual challenge that we all face is choosing 
WHO to interact with, HOW, and WHEN. I would trade my college 
and MBA degrees for this single skill earlier in life. 

Through heroic unschooling you will learn the art of ‘observation’ for 
the express purpose of increasing your ability to choose WHO to 
coordinate with, HOW and WHEN. This one aspect of the Vaikido 
framework alone causes everyone who learns it to say some version 
of “why was I not shown this before now?!”

Think about it.  EVERYTHING you want requires the support of 
others.  An enormous amount of the prosperity and freedom you 
desire hinges upon WHO you choose to work with, HOW, and 
WHEN.  Don’t confuse this with ‘soft skills’ and ‘people skills’ - these 
are mostly about ‘getting along and going along’.

HEROpreneurs don’t ‘get along to go along’, they LEAD.  This is a 
totally different game. I guarantee that you were never taught what 
Vaikido will teach you regarding this deal-breaking capability.

Mutual Actualization
This is the real world right here.  Mutual actualization is where we 
coordinate as a team to learn, accomplish, grow and prosper.  This 
pinnacle capability is built on the backs of the previous three and it’s 
what separates ultra prosperous HEROpreneurs from the rest.

Heroic unschooling will enable you to:
• Truly know who you are and give it to others
• Excel at personal focus and productivity
• Read others accurately
• Kick Ass
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?



Kodak is just one of many ‘can’t fail’ example that will be joined by 
many, many more in just the next decade.

Don’t be like Kodak.

The bottom line is this.  

We were taught to develop skills, adopt management theories, and  
to believe in the stability of jobs, the promise of wealth and an 
increased standard of living in exchange for hard work.

My mission is to help as many people as possible to break free from 
this dangerous myth before it’s too late.  What I fear we are missing 
is that regardless of what politicians may attempt to do, prosperity 
has become elusive. 

No matter how secure you may think your current situation is, if you 
haven’t forged your own HERO Brand, it probably isn’t.  If you don’t 
unschool yourself from the last paradigm, master the natural laws of 
prosperity, and create your own platform, you’re at risk of being left 
behind.

You must condition yourself to be in a constant state of reinvention so 
that 1) change doesn’t pull the carpet out from underneath you and 2) 
so you can enjoy the exceptional opportunities for freedom and 
prosperity that this era makes possible.

As Kevin Kelly, author of Inevitable says, we need to get used to the 
idea that we will be newbies for the rest of our lives.  We must make 
peace with rapid and continual change just as athletes and martial 
artists must embrace their never ending vigil - you can avoid your 
least favorite aspects if you like, but gravity isn’t going away.

We all have two choices: pain or suffering.  This sounds dire and 
threatening to some, but not to HEROpreneurs.  HEROpreneurs get 
that when you choose to workout you will experience some pain.  But 
if you choose to avoid it, you will inevitably suffer the consequences. 

There is so much misinformation and noise out there.  I know, we’ve 
probably seen and heard many of the same hollow promises. 

I’ve had hundreds of employees, I’ve invested, I’ve trained, I’ve hired, 
fired, marketed, sold, and managed.  I’ve won and I’ve lost.  I’ve been 
there and then some…

…I’ve looked under A LOT of rocks to find what I’m sharing here.  
Vaikido is not like anything I’ve seen anywhere, and I’m betting that 
you haven’t seen it yet either.

The kind of community training and commitment I’m proposing does 
not exist in the business space.  And the commitment to genuine 
contribution and leadership have become too rare.  

HEROpreneurship training is long overdue.

I’m looking for those special souls that not only long to experience 
greater personal success, but who desire to be the change they want 
to see in the world. 

Are you one of those special souls afflicted with passion and 
discipline?

Do you want to live the NEXT American Dream?

I challenge you to begin today! 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TAKE THE NEXT AMERICAN DREAM CHALLENGE



Welcome to the Next American Dream Challenge

The secret ingredient of Heropreneurship and all the benefits that 
come from forging your Hero Brand is identity.  Identity is ultimately a 
series of stories about a hero who consistently increased the identity 
of others and consequently makes prosperity possible for others.

Herein lies The Next American Dream Challenge.

I double dog dare you to take 6 minutes to think carefully about 
yourself, your life, and your legacy.  Take a careful look at your life 
and decide whether to begin forging your Hero Brand or whether to 
“kick that can down the sidewalk of life”.

Part 1 - The Hero: YOU

“A hero is someone who has given his or her life to something 
bigger than oneself.” - Joseph Campbell

List 3 things that you are most passionate about.
Rate your passion on a scale of 1-10.  1 = nil, and 10 = “I want to 
dedicate my life to this”

1. _______________________________________ Rating_______

2. _______________________________________ Rating_______

3. _______________________________________ Rating_______

List 3 things that you are most disciplined about and rate your 
passion on the previous scale of 1-10. 
1. _______________________________________ Rating_______

2. _______________________________________ Rating_______

3. _______________________________________ Rating_______

Part 2 - The Villain

“Obstacles do not block the path, they are the path - the only 
way up is through” 

Every hero must do battle with forces that stand between them and 
their quest.  These forces take many forms.

List 3 internal obstacles

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________

List 3 external obstacles

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________
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Part 3 - The Mentor

“Mentors in life are important, so choose them wisely”  - Robert 
Kiyosaki

Every successful hero has guidance e.g. core principles, a master, 
fellow training partners etc.

Where do you seek advice and mentorship?  
Rate the quality of each source on a scale of 1-10.  1 = “fast food 
listicles” filled with obviousness 10 = Timeless wisdom.

1. _______________________________________ Rating_______

2. _______________________________________ Rating_______

3. _______________________________________ Rating_______

What training communities are you a member of?
Rate the quality of each community on a scale of 1-10.  1 = Socially 
fun but professionally impotent 10 = Rocket fuel, this community is 
100% top level players that lift each other up big time.

1. _______________________________________ Rating_______

2. _______________________________________ Rating_______

3. _______________________________________ Rating_______

Part 4 - The Plan

“As to methods, there may be a million and then some, but 
principles are few. The one who grasps principles can 

successfully select the right methods. The one who tries 
methods, ignoring principles, is sure to have trouble.” - 

Harrington Emerson

Heroes don’t keep their foes at bay and accomplish their quests by 
accident.  There is “wisdom in their madness”.  Describe your method 
here:
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
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Part 5 - Heroic Action

“People tend to overestimate what they can accomplish in the 
short run, but under estimate what they can accomplish in the 

long run”

Shameless commercial break

The Vaikido Hero Unschool has a methodology called Vaikido that 
codifies the timeless cycle and sequence of prosperity.

Heropreneurs study Vaikido together while forging their hero brands 
and earning belts just like a martial art.

If you’re on our list you’ll be invited when openings become available 
to participate in one of our kick ass programs like: 

The White Belt Course

The Heropreneur Program

The Hero Ops Program

Part 6 - Failure

“Whatever you do, do all that you can to avoid leaving this earth 
with the dread of finding yourself in the company of those cold 
and timid souls who never really put themselves in the arena.” - 

adapted from Theodore Roosevelt’s The Man in the Arena

What makes the story of a hero interesting, what keeps us on the 
edge of our seats, is their commitment to being non average.

What do you observe about people who do not find their highest 
contribution, package it, contribute it generously, and monetize it? 

List 7 sufferings:

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________

4.   ____________________________________________________

5.   ____________________________________________________

6.   ____________________________________________________

7.   ____________________________________________________
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Part 7 - Victory!

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to 
continue that counts” - Winston Churchill

There’s nothing that increases our odds of success like having a 
mental vision of what it looks like.

List 3 Heropreneurs you admire

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________

List 3 benefits you observe them experiencing

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________

List 3 ways that your life would improve if you forged your Hero 
Brand like those you admire? 

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3.   ____________________________________________________

Congratulations!  If you’ve gotten this far you must be thinking 
seriously about your value, your contribution, and your future.  That’s 
what heropreneurs do, and the world can use all the heropreneurs 
we can find.

What’s next?

1 - Send me an email and let me know what you got from the 
exercise.  I really want to know.

2 - Make sure you’re getting Vaikido emails and watch for the next 
time we open up a course or event.

3 - Share this exercise with a friend.

4 - Start observing the world and watch the role of identity.  I think 
you’ll be amazed to see that this single human survival need 
motivates everything you see around you.  Imagine yourself joining 
the rare few who truly understand how to harness identity (yours and 
others) to create the future you intend.

Thank you for your support,

Toby LaVigne
Chief Pathfinder, The Vaikido Hero Unschool 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What People are saying about Vaikido and Heroic Unschooling

“You will find that the study of Vaikido permeates every 
area of your life” Josh - Marine

“Heroic Unschooling has been the light at the end of the 
tunnel when it comes to deciphering the vital few from the 
trivial many”  Rob, Advertising CEO

“The Vaikido Hero Unschool is like ‘CrossFit’ for my life 
and business. Toby assigns the workouts, he coaches us, 
we encourage each other, and success happens.  This is 
how learning and growth are meant to happen.” Kim - 
Chairman

“Vaikido gives you this totally different way of thinking and 
coordinating that I did not think was possible. It is not 
what mainstream anything tells you the world is all about.” 
Diane - Business owner, CEO

“Vaikido is an eye opener, and not just in the beginning, 
but over, and over.  The breakthroughs just don’t stop.”

“Imagine having an almost psychic ability to understand 
where people (including yourself) are coming from, who 
to work with, who to avoid, which choices are going to get 
you where you want to go, and which ones won't...not to 
mention how to accelerate everything so you can actually 
enjoy every aspect of your life.  Toby will teach you how 
to do this.” - Matt, Business Coach

“We have grown as a family & as individuals.  I am 
forever grateful to their program & have taken away from 
it more than money could ever buy.  I can't say thank you 
enough!” - Summer - Mom, Former Teacher, 
Entrepreneur

“I have always been searching for a better way. I have 
read HUNDREDS of business books and tried countless 
tactics, tips, and tricks. It wasn’t until I encountered Toby 
and Vaikido that I truly began to understand that there is 
indeed a much better way” Tim - Business Owner, CEO
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